
The descriptive analysis shows that the minimum value of Net Profit

Margin or NPM variable (X3) is -4.634, which tell us that the worst of LQ 45

registered in Jakarta Stock Exchange during the research period have been

recorded the decrease of NPM for 4.634%. Moreover, for the maximum value

was 0.830 means small increase capability to earn net profit after tax and selling

was 0.830%. Mean value -0.00828 tell us that the decrease average capability for

about 0.00828%.

Standard deviation is 0.586757. The value is bigger than ROA but still

smaller than EPS, its means the distribution from middle value is between the

ROA and EPS. The data do not have homogeneous character. Big standard

deviation shown the difference existence among population member is huge and

high extreme value existence. Moreover, high standard deviation generally looked

unfavorable, if compared with low standard deviation.

Level of value kurtosis for NPM is 39.847. The kurtosis can be

identification by coefficient formula of sharpness with coefficient kurtosis (d4). If

d > 3 recognized as mesocurtic, means normal or have distribution whether not

sharp and not flat.

Debt Equity ratio or DER variable (X4) has -8.000 minimum statistic

value, which means the worst of LQ 45 in Jakarta Stock Exchange during the

research period have been recorded the decrease of DER for about 8.000%.

Moreover, for the maximum value was 26.150 means big increase the capability

to earn total debt through the capital was 26.150%. Mean value 1.85988 tell us

that the average capability for about 1.85988%.
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6. Financial ratio: The result of dividing one financial statement item by

another. Ratios help analysts interpret financial statements by focusing on

specific relationships.

7. Stock market: Also called the equity market. A market which deal with

buy and sale of company's bond and stock for long term securities and for

trading equities.

8. Financial report: Result from accounting process, which can be used as an

appliance to communicate between company's financial data or activity

withotherparties, which has interest with those report.


